Starting a Business Book Club

Good books challenge. They inspire. They make us hunger for more. And somehow the experience is not complete until you’ve shared your thoughts with someone else that has read the book. Research tells us that the best way to remember new ideas and put them into action is to share our thoughts and ideas with someone else. In fact, participating in a book discussion increases our retention by 70%. That might be one of the reasons business book clubs are on the rise. When professionals get together to discuss a book they:

• Improve relationships

• Engage in powerful conversations

• Invest in their own professional development

• Clarify their thinking

• Challenge their assumptions

Considerations before starting your book club:

• Group Size

• Finding Participants

• Keeping Participants

• Frequency of Meetings

• When to Meet

• Where to Meet

• Member Responsibilities

• Facilitator Responsibilities

• Potential Book Club Questions

Group Size

6-10: small enough for everyone to participate and big enough to have diverse perspectives

Finding Participants Within Your Organization

Use more than a bulk e-mail message. Take the time to ask your peers to join. Ask your peers to ask others to join. Talk with people from other departments – ask them to join. And so on until you find 12 or more people that are interested. That way – even with no-shows you’ll have a good sized group.
Keeping Participants

1. Don’t ask for a long-term commitment. Allow people to attend on a bookby-book basis.

2. Choose the first book very carefully. If people are already talking about the book, if the book is relatively easy to read and if the book has enough content that makes it interesting to talk about – people will have a good first experience. The group’s reputation will then drive interest and participation.

3. Build participation into the design. A good book invites conversation. The best way to kill a book club is to TELL people what they SHOULD have gotten out of the book. Let them talk.

4. Keep it short. Plan for an hour and end the meeting on time. If people want to stay and continue their conversations – let them. You’d rather have them make the decision to extend their stay – then force them to commit to 90 minutes or more.

5. Do your homework and be prepared. That means read the book and come with a point of view and questions you’d like to explore.

6. Recognize contributions. Support diverse points of view. Encourage dialogue. And don’t let a select few dominate the conversation.

7. Ask for input. At a minimum, ask the group: – What’s working? – What would make it even better? – What books they would like to read?

Frequency of Meetings

While you may be an avid reader an Associated Press-Ipsos poll says that 25% of the population did not read a single book last year. That means a good portion of the people you interact with on a daily basis haven’t picked up a Twilight novel let alone tackled a business best seller. With that in mind:

1. Hold your meetings on a monthly basis. A month will give most people the time they need to read the book. More than a month will provide people with an excuse to put off their reading.

2. Don’t expect everyone to jump on the bandwagon to read 12 books this year. For some people – if they read one or two books in a year that will be an achievement worth celebrating.

When to Meet

The best time to get a group of professionals together is first thing in the morning or over a lunch hour. Work often gets in the way of 5PM meetings and working parents have children to pick up before 6PM.
Where to Meet

That depends. If you can, meet on-site in a conference room. If however, you’ve recruited people from a multitude of departments – choose a location that is easily located, where you can meet consistently and where parking is relatively easy or is accessible by bus.

Member Responsibilities

(Be sure to share these with all of your members!) It is always helpful to have a common understanding of what it means to be a member. The following guidelines are recommended:

- Read the Book. It’s okay if you haven’t read the book word for word – or if you skinned the last couple of chapters – but make a significant effort to read it!
- Show Up. 100% attendance isn’t realistic for most people – but if people don’t attend there is no discussion.
- Participate. The discussion is only as interesting as the people participating make it. A good rule of thumb is to ask people to come prepared with a point of view and things they would like to discuss.
- Demonstrate Respect. Respect means:
  - Being open to new ideas
  - Listening even when you disagree
  - Making enough space for others to participate
  - Tactfully challenging the status quo
  - Being prepared
  - Showing up
  - Being on time

Facilitator Responsibilities

Someone needs to be responsible for facilitating the conversations – and we suggest that person be you! Why? Obviously you’re interested in starting a business book club – otherwise you wouldn’t be reading this. So you’re probably willing to do the work to ensure that the book club is interesting and well attended. Here are some recommendations for making your job easier:

- Read the book. Underline the passages that are most interesting to you – whether or not you agree with them. Jot down your first reactions.
- Download discussion guides from the internet. Many business authors are posting discussion questions on line. Another good place to look is at www.slideshare.com.
- Set up a communication system. For instance create a LinkedIn Group. That way you can send one message to reach all of the book club members. LinkedIn also has a survey function that is very beneficial for collecting opinions.
- Send out reminders. Using a provocative statement can do wonders. Try something like: “I can’t wait to hear what everyone thinks about chapter seven. I know that the author challenged my thinking.”
Let Go. Facilitators often think they have to have all of the answers and spend their time talking. That can’t be further from the truth! A masterful facilitator comes prepared with 3 – 4 stimulating questions. Facilitators ask a question and then allow the team to take over and do the work. When the conversation dies down the facilitator asks another question. Three to four questions are more than enough for a 60 minute conversation. If your group is large create sub groups. Put the questions on index cards in the middle of the table and allow each sub group to facilitate their own conversations. Take the last 10 minutes to have each group share something their table talked about.

Potential Book Discussion Questions

It can get very boring if the group ends up answering the same questions month after month. As everyone knows, variety is the spice of life. But sometimes people think they don’t have time to put something new together. That’s no longer the case. There are so many resources on the internet. All you need to do is pick and choose. Go to Google. You’ll find author interviews, discussion guides, slide shows and presentations – all ready to go. And if you are not familiar with facilitation techniques check out the International Association of Facilitators. IAF has a how-to list that includes more than 500 facilitation techniques – and it’s FREE. But let’s say you’ve run out of time. Below you’ll find 15 questions that you can use with any book.

1. What was your favorite quote/line/paragraph from the book?
2. What idea shifted your thinking?
3. Tell us about your “aha” moment.
4. What surprised you the most?
5. What was helpful to you? Why?
6. What did you find confusing?
7. Would you recommend this book to others? Why or Why not?
8. What were your favorite chapters? Why?
9. What was one of your most insightful moments?
10. If you had a chance to meet the author what questions would you ask?
11. How does this book compare with your actual experience?
12. What points do you strongly agree with?
13. What points do you strongly disagree with?
14. Share one of the take-a-ways you will remember most from this book

15. Which principles/ideas/recommendations have you implemented?

This guide is excerpted from a white paper written by The Meyvn Group, a leadership development firm specializing in human resources consulting, training & development and business coaching. You can visit their website at www.meyvngroup.com